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The EDCL1-T is a compact, single battery, tactical flashllight ideal for 
every day carry. Its high-output LED delivers 500 lumens of blinding white 
light on high and a useful 5 lumens on low. A Total Internal Reflection 
(TIR) lens shapes the virtually indestructible LED’s light into a versatile 
beam with plenty of throw for long-range vision and ample spill light for 
situational awareness, essential in an everyday carry light. Activation is 
simple even in the most stressful situations; a half press for low-output, 
and a full-press for high-output.  For constant-on activation, twist the 
tailcap.  The EDCL1-T features a 7-inch paracord lanyard that allows for 
use of both hands during weapon reloads and manipulations.  

LENS

¼ Highly versatile light serves as an everyday carry light or an  
 improvised weapon light 

¼ Virtually indestructible LED emitter regulated to maximize output  
 and runtime 

¼ Fully press tailcap switch for high output, and slightly press  
 tailcap switch for low. Twist for constant on 

¼ 7-inch paracord lanyard which allows for quick access out from  
 a pocket and use of both hands during weapon reloads and  
 manipulations

¼ High-strength aerospace aluminum body, Mil-Spec hard   
 anodized for extreme durability 

¼ Body and tailcap are knurled for a secure grip 

¼ Two-way clip permits light to be carried bezel up or down 

¼ Includes one high-energy 123A battery with 10-year shelf life

FEATURES

EDCL1-T 084871326841

PART# / UPC 

DUAL-OUTPUT EVERYDAY CARRY FLASHLIGHT

45 HOURS500 LUMENS 175 METERS

EDCL1-T

OUTPUT High: 500   Low: 5 lumens

RUNTIME High: 1.0    Low: 45 hours

PEAK BEAM INTENSITY 7,600 candela

DISTANCE 175 meters

CONSTRUCTION Aluminum

FINISH Hard Anodized (MIL-A-8625 Type III, Class 2)

WEIGHT (w/batteries) 3.3 oz (95 g) 

LENGTH 4.5 in (11.43 cm)

BEZEL DIAMETER 1.125 in (2.85 cm) 

BATTERIES One 123A lithium (incl.) 

SWITCHING Dual stage tactical tailcap

All performance claims tested to ANSI/NEMA FL1-2019 Standard. 
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FEATURED ACCESSORIES

123A LITHIUM BATTERIES
Available in 2, 6, 12-packs and bulk options

SC1 SPARE BATTERY CARRIER
Other appropriate models also available 

PACKAGING SPECS

BODY SPECS

TYPE Blister Card - Kraft Stock

HEIGHT 10 in (25.4 cm)

WIDTH 4 in (10.1 cm)

DEPTH 1.5 in (3.8 cm)

BATTERY TYPE VOLTAGE CAPACITY ENERGY WEIGHT LITHIUM CONTENT

123A* 3 V 1,550 mAh 4.65 Wh 17 g 0.465 g

*Specifications per battery

4.5 in

1.125 in


